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Lincoln 

08-011

Towncar Limousine

6/12/09

11/30/10

2L1FM88W79X603500

2L1FL8JWXBX751255

Lincoln Towncar Executive Series Limousine

Pass

The vehicle needing recall will have a ground tab at the center under hood by firewall

if tab is absent no recall needed

All Lincoln Towncar Limousines modified between 6/12/09 and 11/30/10.  50% of total production.



Lincoln Towncar Limousine

08-011

161

161

100% of vehicles listed above

Parts sent from Ford Motor Company to us in the Towncar to be installed were stored in 

the Parts Department. Upon a audit they were found and counted to determine how many 

have been left off vehicles that have left using  sales data and delivery information .



The ground tab is not cut, and the orginal fuel rail sheild is not removed and the updated 

shield is not installed under the hood

Job change in department doing proceedure was not properly passed on to trainee.

Therefore part was left off.

In a major front impact the engine could potentially bend or rupture fuel lines under hood

if the replacement sheild is not in place. 

N/A

N/A

N/A



Upon an audit in our plant the parts that were left off were discovered. This audit was 

Upon recieving the letter the customer can  contact us and  a part will be sent with  

instructions for installation, to a repair facility of the their choice. ECB will pay the 

predetermined labor amount either to the facility or we will reimburse the customer. 

 done on 12/01/10.



The orignal sheild it to be removed and the tab cut off, and a larger sheild installed in place

The shield installed on the car is of lighter material than the replacement shield.

Vehicle in our plant were quartined and the condition was fixed before delivery on the dates

of 12/1/10-12/2/10 using same procedure as the recall.

All vehicles in the recall group have customer information that the recall will be sent out to 

vehicles at dealer recieved information to quartine vehicles as of 12/6/10. Custumer information

on recall will be sent out week 12/13/10.






